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Clarification of Public Housing Authority Reporting Requirements 

and OMB Circular A-133 Implications 
(Accounting Issue # 10) 

 
 
 
 
Background 
 
Financial Data Schedule (FDS) submissions are reviewed by HUD’s Real Estate Assessment Center (REAC) in 
order to obtain a level of confidence that the information submitted by Public Housing Authorities (PHAs) is 
complete and presented in conformity with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP).  The FDS data 
submitted to REAC, with the exception of Section 8 only PHAs, is used as the basis for the development of 
thresholds for the financial scoring of PHAs.  In the performance of the review process, certain recurring 
questions have arisen with an emphasis on what information is required to be included within an FDS 
submission and what funding revenue source should be considered in the determination of federally expended 
amounts.  To address these and other related issues, the following document was prepared to provide guidance 
to PHAs and industry professionals. 
 
Issues 
 
1. Are PHAs required to report all programs and activities, which it administers, during any given fiscal 

year within the FDS? 
2. Should the Comprehensive Grant Program (CGP)/Comprehensive Improvement Assistance Program 

(CIAP) be reported separately within the FDS, or can they be closed into the Low Rent Program? 
3. Are Section 8 only entities required to report?  If so, can they report only their Section 8 program or 

should they report all of their activities on an entity wide basis? 
4. What is the correlation between the financial information reported within the FDS and the 

programmatic information presented within the Data Collection Form (DCF)? 
5. How are federally expended amounts determined under OMB Circular A-133? 
6. Should tenant rental income be considered program income? 
 
Analysis 
 
Financial Data Schedule Reporting 
 
The FDS reporting format was developed based upon the classification format outlined within the Government 
Finance Officers Association (GFOA) Governmental Accounting, Auditing and Financial Reporting (GAAFR) 
guide with adaptations made to take into consideration the intricacies of PHA reporting.  The columns of the 
FDS have been designed to present financial information by federal program with additional columns included 
for reporting other PHA activities (i.e. state and local government programs, business activities, and component 
units). 
 
The Public Housing Assessment System (PHAS) Final Rule issued on January 11, 2000 [24 CFR Part 902 
Subpart C, Section 902.30], states that HUD wants a PHA financial assessment performed on an “entity-wide” 
basis.  Entity wide as interpreted by HUD and defined by Government Accounting Standards Board (GASB) 
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When reporting PHA activities and its component units, it is important to note that the FDS columns are 
structured such that similar activities may be reported in the aggregate.  All open and/or on going programs with 
the same Catalogue of Federal Domestic Assistance (CFDA) number should be combined and reported within 
one column.  State and local government programs, business type activities and component units should be 
aggregated and reported within their respective columns. 

Statement No. 14 “The Financial Reporting Entity” ¶131 encompasses “a primary government, organizations 
for which the primary government is financially accountable, and other organizations for which the nature and 
significance of their relationship with the primary government are such that exclusion would cause the 
reporting entity's financial statements to be misleading or incomplete”. 
 
Consistent with this Statement, for FDS presentation purposes, HUD REAC interprets the primary government 
as the PHA.  Accordingly, all organizations determined to be component units of the PHA must be included 
within the FDS of the reporting entity. 
 

 
Exceptions to these rules exist for the Section 8 Moderate Rehabilitation (Mod Rehab) programs and federal 
pass-through programs.  Mod Rehab programs should be broken out individually and reported separately within 
the FDS.  In addition, when taking into consideration the proper reporting of state and local government 
programs, the programs identified, as a federal pass-through should be broken out separately by CFDA number 
as well.  All state and locally funded government programs may be aggregated and reported within the State & 
Local column. 
 
CIAP/CGP program reporting within the FDS 
 
Many questions have arisen regarding the reporting of programs within the FDS, particularly with the 
CGP/CIAP programs.  Historically, when a CGP/CIAP program is closed, all account balances are transferred 
to the Low Rent Program.  As there have been no changes to the CFR, a PHA may continue closing these 
programs to the Low Rent Program.  However, for FDS reporting purposes, if a PHA closes a CIAP/CGP 
program during the current fiscal year being reported upon, the PHA should report the activity associated with 
that program, inclusive of activities carried over from prior year(s) for the open CIAP/CGP programs, in the 
separate CIAP/CGP column.  The activity and related account balances should not be closed to the Low Rent 
program until the subsequent fiscal year. 
 
Section 8 only entities 
 
For Section 8 only entities, the Uniform Financial Reporting Standards (UFRS) for HUD Housing Programs, 
Final Rule specifically requires these entities to submit financial information, electronically, to HUD.  However, 
for Section 8 only entities, there is currently no provision under the regulations for scoring financial 
performance. 
 
REAC’s preference is that these submissions also be prepared on an entity wide basis.  While there are no 
regulatory requirements to submit on an entity wide basis for Section 8 only projects, PHAs submitting in such a 
manner provide a better picture of the financial health of the entity and facilitates comparison between the 
audited financial statements and FDS submission. 
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HUD REACs Data Collection Form Reporting 
 
In accordance with OMB Circular A-133, OMB’s DCF is a required component of the reporting package which 
must be submitted to the Federal Clearinghouse by all entities which fall under the Single Audit Act 
requirements.  Additionally, OMB’s DCF is currently the only approved document which can be included as 
part of the reporting package submission to the Federal Clearinghouse.  REAC is working closely with OMB in 
order to address any necessary changes to its DCF in order to develop a document, which would be accepted by 
OMB for submission with the reporting package.  REAC anticipates these changes to be incorporated in a future 
release of the FASS electronic submission software. 
 
Note that in either form, the funding source is the primary point of consideration in determining whether a 
program or activity is to be identified as a federal program/activity.  For all programs/activities determined to be 
federally funded, identification of the CFDA number is essential for proper classification.  The importance of 
determining each federal CFDA number is that all programs with that same number may be aggregated within 
one column when reported within the FDS (see exceptions above).  In addition, the same group of programs 
within that CFDA program number can be aggregated within HUD REAC’s DCF (i.e. if 3 CIAPs are grouped 
within one FDS column, REAC’s DCF would report the combined federal expenditures of those 3 programs 
under one total amount for that CFDA program number).  Similarly, OMB’s DCF will also report federal 
awards expended by CFDA number. 
 
When determination is made by the reporting entity’s management that non federally supported activities exist 
which are not material enough to warrant being reported within a separate column of the FDS, then those 
activities may be grouped and reported in the business activities or State & Local column.  For FDS reporting 
purposes, the CFDA number identifies the primary funding source of the individual program.  For both HUD 
REACs and OMB’s DCF reporting purposes, the CFDA number identifies only the federal award amounts 
expended, under the specific federal program. 
 
Federal Awards Expended are defined within OMB Circular A-133 Sections .205(a) through .205(d) as follows; 
 

(a) Determining Federal awards expended. The determination of when an award is expended 
should be based on when the activity related to the award occurs. Generally, the activity pertains 
to events that require the non-Federal entity to comply with laws, regulations, and the provisions 
of contracts or grant agreements, such as: expenditure/expense transactions associated with 
grants, cost-reimbursement contracts, cooperative agreements, and direct appropriations; the 
disbursement of funds passed through to subrecipients; the use of loan proceeds under loan and 
loan guarantee programs; the receipt of property; the receipt of surplus property; the receipt or 
use of program income; the distribution or consumption of food commodities; the disbursement of 
amounts entitling the non-Federal entity to an interest subsidy; and, the period when insurance is 
in force. 
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(b) Loan and loan guarantees (loans). Since the Federal Government is at risk for loans until the 
debt is repaid, the following guidelines shall be used to calculate the value of Federal awards 
expended under loan programs, except as noted in paragraphs (c) and (d) of this section: 
(1) Value of new loans made or received during the fiscal year; plus  
(2) Balance of loans from previous years for which the Federal Government imposes continuing 
compliance requirements; plus  
(3) Any interest subsidy, cash, or administrative cost allowance received. 
 
(c) Loan and loan guarantees (loans) at institutions of higher education. When loans are made 
to students of an institution of higher education but the institution does not make the loans, then 
only the value of loans made during the year shall be considered Federal awards expended in that 
year. The balance of loans for previous years is not included as Federal awards expended 
because the lender accounts for the prior balances. 
 
(d) Prior loan and loan guarantees (loans). Loans, the proceeds of which were received and 
expended in prior-years, are not considered Federal awards expended under this part when the 
laws, regulations, and the provisions of contracts or grant agreements pertaining to such loans 
impose no continuing compliance requirements other than to repay the loans. 

 
Based upon the Sections of the Circular referred to above, REAC has interpreted federal awards expended for 
Single Audit determination purposes as follows: 
 

(1) For subsidy programs (Low Rent and Section 8), federal awards expended would equal the net 
ACC subsidy for the PHA’s fiscal period under audit.  Specifically, the net Low Rent operating 
subsidy received and the net Section 8 (Voucher or Certificate) dollars received, net of year-end 
adjustments, by the PHA would be the federal awards expended for the fiscal period under 
audit. 

(2) For grant programs, federal awards expended would equal the PHA disbursements for 
allowable costs for that specific grant made within the fiscal period under audit (this would 
include disbursements charged against the grant award and program income), and 

(3) For debt guaranteed by a federal agency, regardless of whether the debt has been reclassified or 
not, the outstanding principal at year-end would be utilized in the determination of federal 
awards expended.  This will only apply if ongoing compliance requirements exist over the 
administration of the guaranteed debt.  Based on the foregoing, it is HUDs position that all 
HUD guaranteed debt will have continuing compliance requirements.  Accordingly, the 
principal balance at fiscal year end will be used in determining the $500,000 threshold for 
Single Audit determination purposes. 

 
Note that when determining federal awards expended, special consideration must be given to CGP/CIAP 
Programs when the draw down provision has been utilized by the PHA (See Accounting Brief number 9 
for further discussion on the draw down provision). 
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Program Income Considerations 
 
As part of the determination of federal awards expended, costs associated with activities funded by 
program income are included in the calculation.  OMB has defined program income as gross income 
earned by a recipient from activities, which have been either partially or fully supported by the direct 
costs of an award.  Accordingly, questions have arisen as to why tenant rental income generated within 
the Low Rent Program is not considered program income.  24CFR85 “Grants Management Common 
Rule” Subpart C Section 85.25 (c) states “Costs of generating program income.  If authorized by Federal 
regulations or the grant agreement, costs incident to the generation of program income may be deducted 
from gross income to determine program income.” 
 
Upon consideration of the nature of the operations of the Low Rent Program, determination was made that, 
tenant rent is not a fee for a service being provided under a program but instead an amount being charged for the 
costs associated with the management, maintenance, and administration of the Housing Program.  Additionally, 
when these costs are deducted from the tenant rent, there would be no net balance and therefore no program 
income.  Accordingly, tenant rent is not considered to be program income.  Program income determination for 
non-HUD federal programs and non-federal programs would have to be made based upon the prevailing laws 
and regulations established by those agencies. 
 
Single Audit Determination Scenarios 
 
The following Scenarios provide examples based on REAC’s interpretation of OMB Circular A-133.  The 
method utilized in determining federal awards expended should be discussed with the PHA’s auditor. 
 
Scenario number 1: 

PHA rental income and other internal revenue  $500,000  
ACC subsidy (net)    145,000  
   
Total revenue  $645,000 
   
Disbursements (exclusive of depreciation)  $650,000  

 
Question: 

Is an OMB Circular A-133 audit required given that the PHA disbursed more than $500,000? 
 
Answer: 

No, the PHA would not be subject to an OMB Circular A-133 audit because only $145,000 
would be considered as expended for Federal purposes.  The $500,000 generated in rental income 
is not considered program income and as such is excluded from determination of federally 
expended amounts.  Note that the HUD REAC DCF included within the FDS submission will 
still have to be completed and in this example, $145,000 would be reflected as the total amounts 
expended. 
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Scenario number 2: 
PHA rental income and other internal revenue  $  50,000  
ACC subsidy    550,000  
   
Total revenue  $600,000 
   
Disbursements (exclusive of depreciation)  $575,000  

 
Question: 
 Is an OMB Circular A-133 audit required given that the PHA disbursed more than $500,000? 
 
Answer: 

Yes, the PHA would be subject to an OMB Circular A-133 audit because for determination of federal 
awards expended, the ACC subsidy exceeded the $500,000 threshold.  The $50,000 generated in rental 
income is not considered program income and as such is excluded from determination of federally 
expended amounts.  Note that within the HUD REAC DCF included within the FDS submission, 
$550,000 would be reflected as the total amounts expended. 

 
 
Scenario number 3: 

PHA rental income and other internal revenue  $300,000  
DOJ (Dept. of Justice) policing grant  55,000  
ACC subsidy     450,000  
   
Total revenue  $805,000 
   
Low Rent Program disbursements  700,000  
DOJ disbursements     55,000  
Disbursements (exclusive of depreciation)  $755,000 

 
Question: 

Would the PHA be subject to an OMB Circular A-133 audit given that it disbursed over $500,000 in 
the current fiscal year and if so, what amount would be utilized in determining expended amounts for 
OMB Circular  A-133 purposes? 

 
Answer: 

Yes, the PHA would be subject to an OMB Circular A-133 audit since for determination of federal 
awards expended, federal awards exceeded the $500,000 threshold.  The total amount expended for 
Single Audit determination would be $505,000 ($55,000 in DOJ funds and $450,000 in ACC subsidy).  
The $300,000 generated in rental income is not considered program income and as such is excluded 
from determination of federally expended amounts.  Note that within the HUD REAC DCF included 
within the FDS submission, $505,000 would be reflected as the total amounts expended. 
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Scenario number 4: 

PHA rental income and other internal revenue  $300,000  
CIAP/CGP soft costs  65,000  
ACC subsidy     50,000  
   
Total revenue  $415,000 
   
Low Rent Program disbursements  350,000  
CIAP/CGP disbursements     65,000  
Disbursements (exclusive of depreciation)  $415,000 
   
Other Information:   
CIAP/CGP capitalized assets (building)  $450,000  

 
 
Question: 

Would the PHA be subject to an OMB Circular A-133 audit given that it disbursed over $500,000 in 
the current fiscal year and if so, what amount would be utilized in determining expended amounts for 
OMB Circular A-133 purposes? 

 
Answer: 

Yes, the PHA would be subject to an OMB Circular A-133 audit since for determination of federal 
awards expended, federal awards exceeded the $500,000 threshold.  The total amount expended for 
Single Audit determination would be $565,000 ($65,000 in CIAP/CGP soft costs, $50,000 in ACC 
subsidy, and $450,000 in CIAP/CGP capitalized costs).  The $300,000 generated in rental income is 
not considered program income and as such is excluded from determination of federally expended 
amounts.  Note that within the HUD REAC DCF included within the FDS submission, $565,000 
would be reflected as the total amounts expended. 
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  Scenario number 5: 
       YR 1      YR 2 
PHA rental income and other internal revenue  $300,000 $310,000 
DOJ policing grant  40,000 55,000 
ACC subsidy     340,000   385,000 
   
Total revenue  $680,000  $750,000
   
Low Rent Program disbursements  450,000 500,000 
DOJ disbursements     40,000    55,000 
Disbursements (exclusive of depreciation)  $490,000  $555,000
   
Other Information:   
CIAP/CGP Capitalized Costs  $55,000 $185,000 
HUD direct debt forgiven  $50,000  
ACC funding HUD guaranteed debt (P & I)  $100,000 $62,500 
Outstanding principal balance of guaranteed 
    debt at year end 

 
 

 
$170,000

  
$145,000 

 

 
Question: 

Would the PHA be subject to an OMB Circular A-133 audit in either year 1 or year 2 and if so, what 
amount would be utilized in determining expended amounts for OMB Circular A-133 purposes? 
 

Answer: 
Yes, the PHA would be subject to an OMB Circular A-133 audit for both year 1 and year 2 since for 
determination of federal awards expended, federal awards exceeded the $500,000 threshold in both 
years.  The total amount expended for Single Audit determination would be $605,000 ($40,000 in DOJ 
funds, $340,000 in ACC subsidy, $55,000 in Capitalized CIAP/CGP costs, and $170,000 in guaranteed 
debt principal outstanding at year end) for year 1 and $770,000 ($55,000 in DOJ funds $385,000 in 
ACC subsidy, $185,000 in Capitalized CIAP/CGP costs, and $145,000 in guaranteed debt principal 
outstanding at year end) for year 2.  The $300,000 generated in rental income in year 1 and the 
$310,000 generated in rental income in year 2 is not considered program income and as such is 
excluded from determination of federally expended amounts.  The $50,000 in HUD direct debt 
forgiven would be excluded from determination of federal awards expended, as there would be no 
principal balance outstanding at year-end.  The $100,000 in debt service subsidy funding in year 1 and 
the $62,500 in debt service subsidy funding in year 2 would be excluded from the determination of 
federal awards due to the conservative approach being applied whereby the guaranteed debt principal 
balance outstanding at year end is considered for determination of the $500,000 threshold.  In addition, 
guidance has been issued by HUD whereby the debt service subsidy is excluded from determination of 
federal awards. The amounts recorded within the DCF included within the electronic submission would 
total $605,000 for year 1 and $770,000 for year 2. 
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Conclusion 
 
Based upon our analysis of the existing HUD regulations and the requirements of OMB Circular A-133, 
the following are REAC’s position on the issues outlined at the beginning of this brief: 
 

1. PHAs must report all activities which are considered to be part of the “financial reporting 
entity”, given proper application of GASB 14. 

2. All programs, with an emphasis on CIAP/CGP programs, which have on going activity 
during the fiscal year under consideration, should report that activity separately within 
the FDS. 

3. Section 8 only programs are required to submit electronically to REAC.  REAC's 
preference for these submissions is that they be prepared on an entity wide basis. 

4. As the FDS has been prepared utilizing a programmatic structure, the federally funded 
programs identified within the FDS should generally correspond with the programs 
identified within the DCF. 

5. When determining federally expended amounts, the PHA should give consideration to the 
program type and special provisions to gain a level of assurance that amounts are being 
calculated properly. 

6. Tenant rental revenue from Low Rent operations is not considered program income. 
 

Note that the presentation of information within the FDS can vary significantly from PHA to PHA due to 
the types of programs administered by these entities.  It is necessary that any matters relating to the 
presentation of financial information be discussed with PHA management and if applicable, its auditors. 
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